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In this lecture we'll prove several theorems
about permutations and cycles

Theoremi Let r e Sn Then r can be written

as a cycle or as a product of disjoint cycles
Proof The proof of this theorem is essentially
the procedure of writing r in the cycle

notation which we saw in the last lecture

We start with choosing any element a
eEs ME

and look at OlaD 92 say and form
9 Az Then we look at Haz 93

If Az a then we write Cai as otherwise

we write a Az Az We carry on this

procedure until we arrive at 01amD ai



We know this must happen because d 2 in

is a finite set so we'll start getting repetitious

If we have exhausted all the elementsof
1,2 in then P can be written as a

cycle Ai Asi i Am i

Otherwise we pick any element 4 not

appearing in Ca az am and repeat
the above procedure i e we now form

b bz b k i

Claim bs.bz bk n will have no elements

common with 9 dz Am

Proofoftheclaein Suppose bi aj for some
i and j o bi or a

b 0J t Ci D a p
J ica

D be Az for some t which is a contract

iction because b was chosen so that it has



not appeared in La az am i

Continuing this process until we exhaust all

the elements of A r will appear as

P Ap Am bi b k i Ci i Cn
i e r is written as a product of disjoint cycles

I

We know that Sn H n 23 is non abelian

But does any of its elements commute

Thz2 Disjointcydecommuted

Let a a am and B bi bk be two

disjointcycles in Sn i e they have no entries in

common Then Nfs Go



Proof This is left as an exercise Just remember

the group operation in Sm is composition of
functions and xp and pa are bijectivefunctionson I in

I

theorem 3 Order of any element in Sn
let re Sn Write a as a product of disjoint
cycles using Theorems Then Ord r least common

multiple of the length of the cycles

Proof Let's first understand what are we trying
to prove If D a Gm bi bk c Ce
Then the Theorem is saying that

Ord r dem m K l

Let's prove this for any r



Observation A cycle of length k has order

k i e y la ar is a cycle then k is the

least positive integer such that 19 9k
k
E

the identity permutation

Verify the observation yourself
Now suppose 2 is a cycleof length K and
P is a cycle of length m which is disjoint

from a Let l lem mik Then

at Be E the identity permutation

Claim Ord ap l

Proofofthedouin Since d and P are disjoint

they commute Capt al Bt c

So we know from Lee 10 that cord ap say t
divides l i e t Il We want to prove t l

We have cap t at pts E p at p t

But since d and B were disjoint so are



d t and p t so if they are equal then

they must be the identity permutation c

because only then every symbol in at will be

fixed by P
t and vice versa

So d t E and p t E p Pt E

P KI t and mlt p l It t I

So we proved the theorem in the case when

o is a single cycle or a product of two
disjoint cycle But from Theorem L r can

be written as a product of disjoint cycle
and hence in a similar fashion we can

prove the theorem
Me

Before we move to any more theorems

let's pause for a moment to appreciate the

strength of Theorem 3



Example I Suppose re S8 and can be written

as r 123 56 48

Note that 1581 8 40320 so we know

that Ord o 40320 but how to find it

Theorem 3 tells us that Ord r lcm 3 2,2

6 so simple

Example 2 Consider Sy whose order is 5040
We are interested in finding all the elements

of order 3 in S7 We know that ig re 57
with Ord r 3 then in its cycledecompositionit must have either one cycle of
of length 3 say Ca az az or two cycles

of lengths 3 say Cai 92,93 Cay Asia as

only in these cases the lcm will be 3



In the Ca Az Az case there are 7 6.5

choices but it is counting every element three
times as eg 134 341 and 413 are

the same elements So in Sf the number

of elements of the form a az 937 7.6 5

3

70

For elements of the form Ai Az 93 Cat Asia6
there are 7.6.35 choices for first and 4.3.23

choices for the second However again every
element is counted twice as Ca az.az Cat Asia
and lay as as a 92,93 are the same element

by Theorem 2 So in Sf the number of
elements of the form a i 92,937194195196

70.8
2

280



So there are total 280 70 350 elements

of order 3 in S7

Exercise Find the number of elements of
order 6 in Sz

O X X o


